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I turn now to my fourth question . How can Canad a
and other wealthy countries assist developing countries through
means beyond aid programmes ?

Increasingly, the developing world has been seeking
ways of going beyond aid in its relationship with the
industrialized world . Aid is but one factor in influencing the
development performance of a poor country . For such countries,
basic trade and monetary issues, the prices of their export
commodities and the prices of the goods they must import, are
more crucial to their future and their prosperity than aid
flows . More and more developing countries want to outgrow
their role as aid recipients and participate as full and equal
partners in an international economic system which to date has
left them somewhat on the periphery .

Steps must be taken to give higher priority to th e
, trade, monetary and financial problems of developing countries .
They seek more favourable treatment for their exports . They
would like improved access to capital markets, and they want
arrangements in the international monetary system which more
adequately meet their needs . We are working towards these
objectives at the Multilateral Trade Negotiations under the
GATT, through the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank and through the United Nations system . These matters are
being discussed at the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting
now being held in Kingston, Jamaica, and we look forward t o
the opportunity at the Seventh Special Session of the United
Nations General Assembly to be held in September of this year,
for further progress in this important area .

Finally, I should like to address the issue of whether
or not we need a new international economic order . A call for a
new international economic order has been made in the past year
by the developing countries . This appeal is often made i n
strident tones caused by the frustration of years of economic
stagnation and deprivation in a world in which prosperity and
wealth continue in a kind of peaceful coexistence with poverty .
There is confidence and unity in this demand by countries of the
Third World for a new system which will place them relatively in
a more advantageous position in the world's economy, not as
recipients of the fruits of the voluntary generosity of the rich,
but as equal partners in and benefactors from the system itself .


